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One person

not have planned so many
so Dima has already begun
assembling the SOCIal Team. The
members mclude Chris Gonzales, a
freshman in Ricketts, Alicia Lyons,
a freshman in Dabney, and Rockey
Valez, the sophomore in Lloyd
who was Dima's former opponent
during the race.

One idea that Dima would
like to imIJlement is a calendar
oli DONUT for ASCIT and inter
house events. Given the packed
calendar for third term" the Social
Team realized that sucn a calendar
would facilitate scheduling of
events.

Dima also emphasizes
that he welcomes all constructive
criticisms, suggestions, and
comments. Notmg that ASC.IT
has more money this year from
the increase in dues.. fie said,
"Hopefully some or that money
I can use to throw more social
events." Dima is a junior in
economics and is a member of
Dabney and Ricketts.

Keeping with the Spring
Break theme of this issue, Dima
also talked about his pursuits
during this week of rest from
Caltech. He spent most of his break
on a relaxing visit to some frie.nds
in Santa Barbara. Dima hails from
the San Fernando Valley, but he
also visited friends from Caltech
who are in graduate school at DC
San Diego.

From Thursday to Saturday,
however, the break became more
adventurous. He went with some
friends from Caltech to Lake
Havasu in Arizona. "That was a
lot of fun because Lake Havasu is
a really popular spring break spot,
so peopfe from evefY.Where goes
there. lsic]" He noted that unlike
at partIes m LA, the lake becomes

Continued on pg. 8
labs for side-by-side comparisons of

already known information on the
mass of biological molecules with re

sults obtained with the new
method.
Roukes announced the technology in

Los Angeles on Wednesday, March
24, at a news conference during the

annual American Physical Society
convention. Further results will be

published in the near future.
The Caltech team behind the zepto

result included Dr. Ya-Tang Yang,
former graduate student in applied

physics, now at Applied Materials;
Dr. Carlo Callegari, former postdoc

toral associate, now a professor
at the University of Graz, Austria;

Xiaoli Feng, current graduate
student in electrical engineering; and

Dr. KamilEkinci former
postdoctoral associate, now a profes

sor at Boston University.

next year,
term, with a Jazz
floor. The Social Team expects
400 people to show Up', including
Caltech students and their dates.

Students will get another
oQportunity to enjoy tile fine art
or dancing during a Friday dance
off after an afternoon happy hour.
Students will be able to taKe a
break with drinks, snacks, and
Non-alcoholic beverages for
students under 21.

The dance-off will probably
hap.pen in Winnett Center and
wilfbe a dry event. The Qlan is
to play different styles or music
throughout through out the
evening. The SOCIal Team hopes
to worK with the many dancing
groups on campus for this. Dress
will range from casual to formal
at this major new event that Dima
wishes to arrange.

Continumg the annual
tradition of buying out a movie
theater during opening weekend,
Dima plans for all CaItech
affiliated people to watch Star
Wars Episode III. Students will pay
only $2. Previo!1s movies ASCIT
has bought out mclude The Matrix
and episodes one and two of Star
Wars. He has also proposed a
costume contest for the event.

The social team is planning
a new event, a party with another
school. The currentr.roposed
school is Occidenta." because it
is of similar size ana we already
share many activities, such as our
orchestra. This party will take
place first term next year. Dima
explains, "We already have four
big parties this term: Blacker,
Lloyd, and Fleming inter-houses,
plus the Ricketts party. On the
other hand, first term we have only
one big party, which is Page Inter
mass spectrometers that fin an

entire laboratory and can cost up
wards of a million dollars each,

Roukes adds. By contrast, future
nanodevice-based systems should cost

a small fraction of today's technology,
and an entire

massively-parallel nanodevice system
will probably ultimately fit on

a desktop.
Roukes says his group has technology

in hand to push mass-sensing
technology to even more sensitive lev

els, probably to the point that
individual hydrogen atoms can be

weighed. Such an intricately
accurate method of determining

atomic-scale masses would be quite
useful in areas such as quantum op

tics, in which individual atoms are
manipulated.
The next step for Roukes' team at

Caltech is to engineer the
interfaces so that individual biological

molecules can be weighed.
For this, the team will likely collabo

rate with various proteomics

may yet turn

and add their mass to it, thereby low
ering its frequency. In other

words, the mechanical vibrations of
the now slightly-more-massive

nanodevice become slightly lower in
frequency--just as thicker,

heavier strings on an instrument
sound notes that are lower than

lighter ones.
Because frequency can be measured

so precisely in physics labs, the
researchers are then able to evaluate

extremely subtle changes in
mass ofthe nanodevice, and therefore,

the weight of the added atoms
or molecules.
Roukes says that their current genera

tion of devices is sensitive to
added mass at the level ofa few zepto

grams, which is few billionths
of a trillionth of a gram. In their ex

periments this represents about
thirty xenon atoms - and it is the typi

cal mass of an individual
protein molecule.
"We hope to transform this chip

based technology into systems that
are useful for picking out and identi

fying specific molecules,
one-by-one--for example certain types

of proteins secreted in the
very early stages of cancer;' Roukes

says.
"The fundamental problem with iden

tifying these proteins is that one
must sort through millions of mol

ecules to make the measurement. You
need to be able to pick out the 'needle'

from the 'haystack; and
that's hard to do, among other reasons

because 95 percent of the
proteins in the blood have nothing to

do with cancer:'
The new method might ultimately

permit the creation of microchips,
each possessing arrays of miniature

mass spectrometers, which are
devices for identifying molecules

based on their weight. Today,
high-throughput proteomics searches

are often done at facilities
possessing arrays of convent.ional

cientists eigh
Molecule; Molecule

ith Own
Ie

Single
Cotnfortable
Body and Lifes

by
Robert Tindol

PASADENA, Calif.-Physicists at the
California Institute ofTechnology

have created the first nanodevices ca
pable of weighing individual

biological molecules. This technology
may lead to new forms of

molecular identification that are
cheaper and faster than existing

methods, as well as revolutionary new
instruments for proteomics.

According to Michael Roukes, profes
sor ofphysics, applied physics,

and bioengineering at Caltech and the
founding director of Caltech's

Kavli Nanoscience Institute, the tech
nology his group has announced

this week shows the immense poten
tial of nanotechnology for creating

transformational new instrumenta
tion for the medical and life

sciences. The new devices are at the
nanoscale, he explains, since

their principal component is signifi
cantly less than a millionth of a

meter in'\iidth.
The Caltech devices are "nanoelectro

mechanical
resonators"--essentially tiny tuning

forks about a micron in length
and a hundred or so nanometers wide

that have a very specific
frequency at which they vibrates when

excited.Just as a bronze bell
rings at a certain frequency based on

its size, shape, and
composition, these tiny tuning forks

ring at their own fundamental
frequency of mechanical vibration, al

though at such a high pitch that
the "notes" are nearly as high in fre

quency as microwaves.
The researchers set up electronic cir

cuitry to continually excite and
monitor the frequency of the vibrat

ing bar. Intermittently, a shutter
is opened to expose the nanodevice to

an atomic or molecular beam, in
this case a very fine "spray" of xenon

atoms or nitrogen molecules.
Because the nanodevice is cooled, the

molecules condense on the bar
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To hIghlight some of

the topics of discussion:
" Establishment of HSS

mmors.
" Establishment of

a bioengineering
concentration in
E&AS (Committee
#12).

.. Establishment of
an Honor Code
representative in each
division.

.. Changes to the
Conduct Review
Committee.

.. ~ption-specific

Issues.
.. Much, much more!
This is a great way to find

out about issues that directly
affect you. The entire SFC,
is open to all student, faculty,
administration and staff.
Everyone should attend.

a Some claim that Old
Years is not well defined
and hence there is ufllcert<llintv
when it occurs.

One of the most inl:enesting
of the ldentihed
fied

it's bo,otstr'ap,s,

Deborah

For more
the Caltech ticket
395-4652.

###

Media Contact:

were happily
between. This hl"':1l1,rht

other Id(~ntined

only thatis a
holiday is inJanuary, and is also
called New Years Day. That im
mediately brought to mind Old
Years Day which is not usually

Attendees also have a
chance to pose questions or
comments to the comonit1:ee.
Professors cancel
class so that students
and are able to attend
sessions the

This SFC
be held in Ramo Auditorium
and at other lecture halls
around on 12
(Tuesday). detailed
locations and times will
be announced soon. The
committees are:
1. Core Curriculum
2. Quality of Life (Workload,
Student Morale, and Student
Faculty Interactions)
3. Honor Code
4. Humanities and Social
Science (HSS)
5. Physics, Astrophysics, and
Applied Physics
6. Biology
7. Mechanical and Aerospace

Computational Neuroscience
(CNS),

on
at7 p.m.,

Institute
le,cnll0Jlog:v Ramo Auditorium.

free open to
No or res-

are Linn is
associate director of the Me
dia Center of the Baker
Children's Center at
UIlivlersitv and an instructor in

psydliatry at Harvard Medi
She has written

about effects
of media on children The pre
sentation is the
Child Edllcal:ional ......",uu:r,

slOn
sored by Bank America, the
Chandler School, and Kidspace
Children's Museum, in recogni
tion ofthe National Association
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Student Faculty Conference
on April 12

"Man, this class
sucks."

"You know what
sucks more'? other class
I'm taking where you have to
stand on your head and recite
the periodic table."

Classes may not be
that bad yet, but students
already frequently complain
about classes. Whether the
class is intenninable, the
sets herculean, or the TA's
as unreachable as distant
galaxies, everyone has
opinions on academics at
Caltech. Every two years,
however, everyone has an
opportunity to voice these
opinions at the Student
Faculty Conference (SFC),
a day-long conference that
provides a forum for student
representatives and faculty
to discuss issues that are
important In the past, many
SFC recommendations
have been incorporated into
actually changes.

This year, committees
composed of dedicated
students and have
been working all
to identify prclble~ms

academics, Honor Code,
and quality of life.
SFC, committees ~U'Qo.nt

findings, including
results, and rec~onlmen(jatiol1ls.

Student Faculty onference to Set..
tIe Whether welve~Unit Statics
Cours With Weekly Laboratories,
Term Pap for .sa

of

but that trust
shift In

In other
eXIJectatlion of a re-

The i,.,.,n""·r,,.~t hndiing, how
cau-

ward was

is
tended to
time as the

game

Merchandis ...
ing Stunts, Low..
Budget Space
Ftesearch lIold
lIope of Vaccum..
ExplodedJar..Jar

by
Powell

that
was no back:,tabbinj2;.
Colin Axline

Professor of Business Econom
ics at Caltech

and the other Caltech
author of the paper, adds
the

is also a br,eal"tl::lroug;h
in sh'owing that game
continues to

reward researchers who
human behavior.

"The about
such as the one we used this

IS
developed an)ui1ld tnal,hemalt

ics;' Camerer says."But a math
ematical

model of self-interest can be

come inore

inl:irrlat,ely involved an
dividual's assessment of

which is taken to indicate evi
dence that the brain region is at
that

moment involved in mental

that trust involves a of
the brain known as the of
the

caudate nucleus. As with all
MRI of the the

was to
up evidence of a rush of
to a specific of the

The pn)ce,eds will go to-

the figures,
and W4)0~de,~s alike, will be

sold on

Star Wars toys to fly to the edge
of space.

On April 9th, the droid R4-G9,
a Wookiee Warrior and General
Grievous will travel where no
Wars toy has gone before: to
edge of space.

For this mission, these Star
Wars action figures will trade in
their

spaceships for a banoon. This
flight, caned '1\way 26'~ is a

altitude banoon research mis
sion flown byJP Aerospace. It will
be

launched from the Black Rock
desert in Nevada. The vehicle is
a carbon fiber and foam diamond
carried aloft by a single large he
lium -filled

balloon. The balloon will reach a
height of over 100,000 feet, nearly

twenty miles high. Away 26 will
test telemetry systems for high al
titude airships and platforms.

R4-G9, Wookiee Warrior and
General Grievous are from the
"Sneak Preview" action figures for
the upcoming"Star Wars: Episode
III" movie.

Videos from previous
Aerospace to the edge of
space can be found online at www.
jpaerospace.com.

The
for

on with

in which a
with oth-

j..;..irl,,,,'c issue of
Caltech

game, their brain
moni-

other as sub
an economic game

anew

Neuroscientists
into Brains

Divulge Na...
of

was contiim:lalilv
tored to

see what was
their neurons.

to Steve V''''''1 t£',

associate pr1ote:ss()t of pl:li!()S()-
and

rh'r< ..... ·,I "'n.. Calif.--Whom
do you trust? The question may
seem dl1,tlll1Cltly

te(:l1niqlle called "hyperscan
brain imaging to probe

how trust
builds as sulbjects learn about

one another. new tech-

aUoVl'ed the team to see for
the first time how inl:er,acting
brains

to a select few num"LnS
HOVlrev'er it turns

out that trust occurs in the
human brain in much
the same way that brains
leam from a food

that is, by a much more
prlimithre than we

ufllde:rsltarlding the evolution
of the brain social behav-

and
could also lead to new in

m,lladiE~s such as au-

researchers describe
the results

up
volunteers to functional

netic resonance Im.agiing
machines

In

to be
balanced the mo-

tive. At the time the volunteers
were

dil-ectOt of the Social
tive Neuroscience
at 'V,Ut'''''''',

who led the Caltech effort
and does much of his
the social

interactions of decision
ing by employing MRls, the re
sults show

by

ers IS
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the research
also suggeSl:S that we can trust
each frequently without
"'_. " betrayed and

can it just because of the
biological creatures we are.

In a new milestone for neu
roscience, experimenters at the
Califomia

Institute of Technology and
the Baylor College of Medicine
for the

first time have simultaneous-
ly interacting brains



with
to other websites in

to demonstrate its usefulness,
Search almost any class
you are

the abl)re~{iation

spaces,

can first search
WebMark and make use of the
research it done.

I and

more
the more
be. Processing .,,..,,,th;,..,,,

than the text and hY1Derlinlcs
a typical website is a task
a sophisticated AI or person
can do. Semantic web solves
this problem by inserting
information that is invisible
to the user into websites. For
an online store, this invisible
information, or metadata, may
indicate the store's location,
what it sells, and how much
items cost. If hundreds of
stores were to use metadata,
then a semantic search could
return results from all the
stores at once, organized
based on item type, price, and
availability.

One
obstacles to the semantic
approach is Without
sufficient data with

semantic
cannot return
results. The first \J\J''lJl".lC

contains data \,MIHlHn:;u

sources;

al-

accusers.

5

exll:Ullsti've notes.
rc(;ordirag every

COiltillU(~don

find themselves in trou
ble must pr~lctl,ce

habits.
Leave a paper trail: ev-

ery or email communica-
tion

careful
Insist

you.
You may

decisions to
for ~n:ldeint

Affairs, but
the • Further de,creas-

be
hmiliar to you not
You are not entitled to

of any accusations. Dean
say

you
Caltech's policlles"

of a sucessful ap]pe~lI.,

the general standard for a suc
cessful

appeal is that the Dean was
arbitrary

The process de~)en4js clltire:ly

ity in academic matters, is
the ultimate

enforcer of Lalte,ch's pollici,es
and has sweeping powers to im
pose

punishments and kick you
out of Caltech.

Sadly, deliberations
Dean lack the elements of
m()dE~rn forms

Picking through the In
tion Super...Rubble
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Ten years ago, industry
experts told computer users to
imagine a world of universally
accessible networks of
information. Today, the
Internet only partially

Searching
Internet is like shopping in
a flea market: it is often hard
to find you want, and
even if you find it, its quality
is unpredictable, One solution
is to include metadata, data

describe content
websites.

For instance, imagine
shopping for a laptop. You
google the phrase "buy laptop"
and get approximately ten
million results. Fortunately,
the first few results seem
promising: "Laptop buying
guide," "Compare prices and
ratings," and "Buy Laptop."
Contrastthiswithahypothetical
search on the semantic web,
getting results such as "Laptop
reliability vs. price," "Battery
life," and "Technical support
ratings," While each of
Google's top ten results is an
individual web page, the top
ten results of the semantic web
search are compilations from
thousands of websites, each
of which specifies the name,

imimense author-Besides

were

to
interesting, they

might take notes about you.
They might

write up notes in the
form of an Incident Jrl..CPOI'l.

Then

your
cannot

do not
questions.

They have not carried guns in
several years.

Security guards walk around
notes. And if you are up

photo courtesy ofGalen Loram
How knows that, I do not
want to know. Then I would
make sure to take a picture
or two, so drop by www.its.
caltech.edu/~galen/dogfood
to see a few pictures of
your classmates, students,
sons, daughters, or other
acquaintances eating a bunch
of dog food, and, if you got a
"pastry," happy April Fools!

00 an It mto tear.
Igor, who after enjoying one
of the little pastries decided to
go for the Dog-Bone shaped
cookie, not knowing they
were dog food proclaimed,
"You know, this tastes a
bit like a real do bone."

Yet the reason I wanted to
write this was for a little laugh
for us all, as I do not have
email spamming privileges
anymore. No more seven
page long emails, just seven
page long tech articles, will
you receive from me. The
happy coincidence ofmy first
day ofbeing done as ASCIT
President, a Friday, and April
1st was too to pass up
for a little mini-prank. A

of weeks ago, I had
this bakery called

"Three Bakery" that
sells treats in Old
Pasadena. like
a normal
in that

I must admit it is a bit strange
to not have to wake up before
eight to throw boxes of donuts
out on the Olive Walk, to
wander out there and see
the telltale lined
and their contents alreacly
devoured, to get the
from "ASCIT President" and
not have written it m,'~ellf

enough rarnbling~s,

THE CALIFORNIA TECH

meetlIlgs, and hOI)efilllv
helpirlg steer the direction
the a little was
absolutely inconceivable. I
tholuglilt I was an extra-large,

resulted in my having
to walk as if I had been riding
a horse in order to prevent my
pants from falling down after
losing the freshman I had

to discover the joys
I send out
you to all of you

photo courtesy 0

Ricketts Senior Galen Loram, having retired after many long
months of industrious leadership as ASCIT president, is not long
for this world ofCaltech.
Goodbye, and Happy April
Fools.



! Sweet

among
gerlde:rs and

races. She that is
because all people have faced
some type of discrimination
or humiliation. This may
be true, but, unfortunately,
Lee's cartoons and comics
fail to recognize the subtle

acadel1OJa, but is
a for a
of laughs, guffaws even.
Check out more Angry Little
Asian Girl comics at www.
angrylittleasiangirl.com.

also failed to
address any issues spe:cltJLC
to the Caltech campus. In
light of recent controversy
and comments regarding
the adequacy of women in
science, when asked what
advice or comments she had
for angry little Caltech girls
running around in this three
to-seven campus, Lee referred
to one of her comic strips
in which the little girl knew
the answer to the teacher's
question but doubted herself,
and didn't raise her hand.
Lee's message to Caltech girls
is, "Raise your hand."

This may not be
en(mg;h for women dying

in women
around the world who have
no and women in
.. r"u1h." n,gmmg for

m. & Layout: AGC

We Love Coquettish KaliTech Bread Life

p oto Y ic ae aug
The line for her autograph demonstrates the breadth of her fanbase.

Text: Terry Anne Yen, Candace Sen, Rex Mayreis,

eatsher sho,ck~~dp<lremts,
cereal.

is also the
case a boy who
desperately wants to be a girl,
because girls wear prettier
things and do not have to
get jobs when they grow
up. Kim then rants about all
the terrors ofbeing female,
namely childbirth, PMS,
and the monthly visitor. She
also adds being ripped off by

car mechanics and craving
chocolate pizza all the time.

Though most of
Kim's outbursts are clever,
some are just mean. At the
park, three boys greet Kim's
friend Sally and tell her
how pretty she looks. Sally
wonders, "Gee, I don't know

the boys didn't say hi to
you. Kim lashes out at

her friend a
that the

What's a to
be angry about?
myriad slights.
Thursday, cartoonist Lela
Lee wrapped up Women's
History Month at Caltech.
Lee gave a talk centered on
her animations and comic
strip, Angry Little Asian Girl.
Lee's alter ego is Kim, a six
year-old with a big mouth and
no fear of speaking mind.

Aft~r graduatin~ from

I

ug

Lela Lee made a name for herself by adopting attitudes perpen
dicular to common expectations ofAsian women.

rhetoric, Lee began creating
cartoon animations with
self-assessed "grade school
artistic ability." The focus of
her work is definitely not the
illustrations but words.
Take for Kim's first
day of school. arrives
to find that her class
consists of blonde little school
children. When the teachl3r
comments on
to



out onto a
and one after
are dead and
zombies, please), to
me hang out around the
"world's best playground
for math and science."
Let me hear an inspiring
talk, build a catapult, write
a fucking poem, have
a poetic fuck, or just let
me see the sun and try
to remember how much
I once loved "the of
finding
and only
to a

even if
prevented professors
from assigning work
all, students could meet
in secret to assign each
other difficult and time
consuming homework sets
and tests. That is sad,
but true. It is time to get
serious curbing this
bititenswiset masochism,

it

SO YOU'RE
SAYING
YOU'RE
LAZY?
j

I'D SAY
YOU'RE
NOT EX
ACTLY
BUYING
FROM US
NOW.

\

YES,

DEPENDS
ON WHAT
I EAT.

I'M GLAD
WE HAD
THIS TALK.

DON'T GET ALL
MATHY ON ME.

WILL
THERE
BE ANY
SIDE
EFFECTS?

~
lI! THATS 625 THINGS
'" I'D HAVE TO TRY
E' WITH NO
'ii
~ GUARANTEE
.l£ THAT ANY

OF IT WILL
~ WORK.
::J! \

~ "-
~
@

DO
SEE

!!I IT
g TAKES
~ TO BE

MANAGER?

f1 I DONT
::> WANT TO
~ PUT A BUG
~e. IN YOUR
~ SALAD, BUT
~ I WILL.

~ ~
~
~
@ 11.--...,...._.,

to cover
departments to accept

a curtailed curriculum.
With only three weeks
of class stuffed into my
head by midterms, I could
leave out the corks for a
bit longer, and with only
three more to plod through
before some sweet relief
for my aching mind, I might
just make it all the way
through, abandoning the
corks altogether. If I had
the time to learn a little bit
less, a lot better, the time
to internalize things rather
than over-saturating my
sponge an exam only

him, but insist anyway. Ifforced into a secret meet~to have excess
ng, take notes more out

on I a

Old1vertisin~ next is~

Issue.
~ ...,,"'" MOl for

THE DRUG COMPANY'S
REP IS TOTALLY HOT
AND SHE SAID SHE'D
TAKE ME TO LUNCH IF
I SELL ENOUGH OF
THIS STUFF.

)

THERE 25 POSSI
BLE FIXES BUT THEY
MUST BE TRIED IN
EVERY POSSIBLE
COMBINATION.

I'VE NOTICED THAT YOU
ONLY INVITE ME OVER
WHEN YOU NEED A CABLE
PULLED.

....---------......... <3....---------........
~. THAT JUST MEANS ~
g HE PROMISED THE ~ HOW ABOUT
@l PARTS TO SOME OTHER E' IF I SAYI CUSTOMER WHO DID 'il WEU NEVER
~ e BUY FROM
"'8~ A BETTER <3
<h JOB OF .5 YOU AGAIN?

THREATEN
ING HIM.

YOU'RE HEALTHY
BUT I HAVE TO
GIVE YOU A
PRESCRIPTION
FOR TOXIKILL.

HELLO. MY
CRASHIN BOX lv~)

COMPUTER KEEPS
FREEZING UP.

DON'T FEEL BAD If
YOU ONLY GOT A 3%
RAISE; I ONLY GOT
2% MYSELF.

\

OUR VENDOR'S REP
SAYS THEY CAN'T
DELIVER THE PARTS
FOR THREE MONTHS.

WHILE YOU'RE HERE, BE ~
A DEAR AND RUN SOME g
CAT-S TO MY WALK-IN ~
CLOSET 50 I CAN WATCH ~
MY SHOWS WHEN I'M t
IN THERE. ..

'"

my asks. I
redirect his question to
every frazzled Techer up
past 3 am frantically trying
to finish three sets before
the sun comes up so they
can sleep uneasily for two
or three hours before that
damned chem lab forces
their bleary eyes open
again. Other schools have
dead weeks, but we get
a couple days of study
period, which straddles
a weekend, during which
most exams have already
been handed out. The

new ,..,.,,.,,..,::>n1·<::

never hope to
bringing jars to

the runoff, but they just
crowd my scribbled notes
and half-read texts on my
bookshelf. Sometimes I
ease one of the corks when
it seems like <::nlm",.thinn

is going on,
when a prof

to the

ears,
creating those nasty stains
on shoulders. People
stare at me, eyes glazed

incomprehension,
I to that

copy
notes

ou
will dis:agr,ee

ng
again.
Good legal habits will serve you well for

r you are at the
mercy of the Dean or at the mercy ofajury ofyour

L!~~~~~~!!!!!:'!~~~~~~~ ___..2E::.'-MIl~.. ~.i~I:~I1l"ijll!:·~1~~.~·.~.~...~...~A%!l'Il~.~__",J eers.
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Applit!atii)nsand recommendation forms are

at 414 South Holliston Awnue, Room lO.

.Athmt on: Current & Juniors' (,
20 15-2006 UPPER CLASS )\tIERIT AWARDS

or in the Financial

All students el1(~oulragi;d to
available online at:

HEY KIDS, AD..
VERTS THAT
LOOK LIKE

COMICS

-:,~I~,HmLtiq.~[»;i;}!.C~lmruiJ:tef:.,Aidrec{)mlJ1f':net<;::lnnmhf'f' nfthA rnn.;-:t

fi-eshmen for Merit l\wards. Upper Class Merit Awards are based on outstanding
scholastic by exceptional academic performance, independent
research, and exiraeullllar activities since academic studies at Calieeh. They are not
based on financial nC'Th.:: level ofawards is dciermined by the caliber ofthe applleanis.
Ap'pro:,imatel,y $1 ,UIU)Owil! be the Committee recommended a
total of50 Awards. to (full

6 THE CALIFORNIA TECH
Less edited iversions of all'

text available on re9'Yest from \
tech@ugcs.caltech.edu•.....



two games toBaseball

tal College. They will host the
match at the Annandale golf
course. The match begins at
12:30 PM.

Women's Tennis Recap:
Losses to Lewis & Clark; West~
mont

The Caltech Women's Ten
nis team lost matches to Lewis
& Clark College, 1~5, and to
Westmont College, 0~9, this
past week.

Jennifer Hsiao was
once again Caltech's standout
player. Hsiao won Caltech's
sole point in the Lewis & Clark
match, at #1 singles.
Hsiao also an imlpr,essive

against West
Westmont's #1
to

In a

Sports 7

Shawn
lost the game, 12~O.

had two strikeouts in seven

The team's record currentlly
stands at 4-6, with five matches
still remaining on the sctledule
before the SCIAC Lo:nteJremce
Championships.

Their next match comes
Friday at the University of La
Verne. next match
is Saturday, April 2nd against
the University of Redlands.
The m.atch begins at 2:00 PM.

Men's Tennis sweeps Cabrini;
falls short against Westmont

The Caltech Men's Tennis
team picked up their third win
of the season this past Wednes~
day with a dominating 7~O vic~

tory over Cabrini College.
Junior Britton Boras won his

match at #1 6-0, 6~3.

He also teamed with Senior
Parth to at #2 dou~

bles, 8~4.

be playil1ll:!: Llcciderltal ,-,um~l!e

at on Sat:urliav ml)l:"r:linQ:,
in a match sdledul~~d

at 9:30AM.

The Baseball
lost two games this

In a
fieth,my College in Santa

..
osts

shoots 89

eam
Classic

ain at Risk

Afterschool Needs
Graduate Student To Teach Math

From 30th
3:30-6:30 MON-FRI

$20+/HOUR Hcaltb Insurance available.
Contact 626 232-3480

big Rooms
$550/mo-1 year lease move in ASA
Females preferred, non-smokers, include

utilities, laundry, whole house, quiet
neighborhood, nice big backyard, pool

Annie 712-4770 after 7pm

The Women's Water
Polo team hosted its annual
Caltech Classic this past Tues~
day with teams from Wash~

ington & Jefferson, Macalester
College, Chapman University,
Occidental College, St. Francis
and the University of La Verne
all attending.

Despite unhelpful weather
which led to some delays, they
event was a success for the
Women's Water Polo program.,
as teams from allover the coun~

try had the opportunity to play
each other.

In their first match, Caltech
lost a heart~breaking 7~6 match
to Macalester College in sud~

den~death triple~overtime.

Sophomore Preetha
two goals and steals to lead
Caltech.

In
Caltech fell to &
Jetten:on, 11~3. Sinha and Se
niors Dorman and Nata~

lie Kruk each to score
goals an
W&J Senior Goal~

keeper Delia Davies seven
blocks and four steals.

For season, Sinha contin~

ues to lead the team in scc)rirlg
with 13 goals. also
the team in steals (26)
rors drawn (16).

Davies has been
impressive in with
blocks on the season. also
~"'j'~~'" on team in steals

25.
Senior Beth Dorman's totals

include 11 15 five
assists and ten errors~drawn.

The team next this
WI~dt1leSI1ay at Uni-

next

Munoz led
with an 89. Mll1.n()z·s

score is the lowest pr'OdlJCe,d
a ,-,~a[~,cn

Women's
Water Polo

APRIL 04, 2005ENTERTAINMENT

poster courtesy of Rachel Yohay, who probably got it from one of the event
organizers she mentions in the article.
year's campus-wide ~ance exhibited a wide variety
show proves that, whIle of styles including salsa
this middle ground may be belly da~ce, and modern:
abs~nt f~om 1:1ndergraduate Both performances out
partIes, It thrIves among ~he sold, prompting the show's
greater Caltech commumty. organizers to stage it again
In 2004, the Caltech Dance this year.
Troupe called on any The Second Annual
interested members of the Caltech Dance Show which. 'commumty to assembl~ will run April 8-10, should
dancers, choreograph pIeces, be even better than last
and perform them. The result year's show. Fourteen dance
was the Caltech Dance Show, numbers and an intermission
which featured graduate will bring the length of the
stuldeJl1ts, undergraduates, performance to about
and Caltech employees, and

"
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by
Rachel Yohay

Caltech
Dances,
Even if You

Can dance?
Judging from what I have
seen in two and a half years
of inter-house !J"'l U,",'':>,

answer is a reE;ounding
Partygoers nnluhlv

two cat(~gOlries, Wa,llfiowers.
smugly enjoy the atmosphere
from the sidelines and maybe
poke fun at the souls
trying their luck on the dance
floor. Every weekend, these
guys fight for their right to
party moderately. Contrast
them to category number two:
scientists by day, shameless
booty shakers by night who
balance their deficit of ability
with redoubled effort. Their
concoction ofmoves ranging
from "the sway," in which a
dancer shifts his weight from
right leg to left, sometimes
in step with the music, to
"the drowning man," a
frantic every limb,
sometimes in step with the

is a for
no one is Missing are

who can move
bodies to music

germiIllely enJoy themsl;:lv(~s.

success of last



Ltd.

very porml:lr
from musical Cf,rIClJZ<J.

and it features sophomore
Cecilia Yu, the event's other
organizer. Musicals don't
appeal to everyone, but the
range of styles on display and
the three months' rehearsal
put into each piece, almost
everyone will find something
delightful.

Most impressive
of an is that many ofthe
perfonners were beginners
just a few months ago.
Through diligent participation
in the Caltech Dance Troupe,
the Salsa Club, and other
dance organizations on
campus, these beginners have
learned to do complicated
dance moves and overcome
shyness in order to perfonn
in front of an audience. In
Lintner's experience with the
Salsa Club, he has observed
that rehearsal of the same
moves over and over forces
dancers to be quick on their
feet. He has seen tremendous
improvement in the dancers,
and expects them to be in top
fonn for this weekend's show.
Lintner notes that "most
[students] are very talented,
not just in science." I still
doubt that all Techers can
dance, but this weekend the
ones who can, the ones who
are naturally graceful and the
ones who have dedicated the
time and effort to learn the
steps well, will be shaking it
onstage for our entertainment.
I urge the wallflowers and
wannabes alike to see some
good dancing at the 2005
Caltech Dance Show before
resuming their usual positions
at Blacker's inter-house party.
To the dancers: break a leg!

centers for new purposes.
That trust rides on top of the
basic reward

centers of the brain is some
thing we had never anticipated
and

demonstrates how surprising
brain imaging can be;' Quartz
notes.

And finally, the research
could have implications for bet
ter

understanding the neurol
ogy of individuals with severely
compromised

abilities to interact with
other people, such as those af
flicted with

autism, borderline personal
ity disorders, and schizophre
nia."The

inability to predict others is a
key facet of many mental disor
ders.

These new results could help
us better understand these con
ditions,

and may ultimately guide new
treatments;' suggests Quartz.

The other authors of the ar
ticle are Brooks King-Casas,
Damon Tomlin

and P. Read Montague (the
lead author), all of the Baylor
College of

Medicine, and Cedric Anen
of Caltech. The title of the pa
per is

"Getting to Know You: Repu
tation and Trust in a Two-Per
son Economic

Exchange:'
Contact: Robert Tindol
(626) 395-3631

jive, and
on stage, JUClglflg
year's show, danc(~rs

will perfonn in each style
confidently and gracefuny.
According to Stephane
Lintner, a graduate student in
ACM and one of the show's
organizers, there will even be

The California Tech
Caltech 40-58

Pasadena, CA 91125

two went to
car. The next day
rented a jet ski to

Canyon.
While half the usual

number of boats bobbed on
the water, because it was
windier and cooler than
nonnal, they had a fun time
at the canyon. Dima also
mentioned a burger boat
that went around the lake,
selling microwave-cooked
hot dogs and hamburgers.

as to ensure that all the docu
ments

pertaining to the deal are
written in an airtight manner,
and so on.

"It's the same as if you could
have a business deal on a hand
shake;'

Quartz says. "You don't have
to pay a bunch of lawyers to
write up

what you do at every step.
Thus, trust is of great interest
from the

level of our everyday interac
tions all the way up to the eco
nomic

prosperity ofa country where
trust is thought of in terms of
social

capital:'
The research findings are also

interesting in their similarity
to

classical conditioning experi
ments, in which a certain be
havioral

response is elicited through
a reward. Just as a person is re
warded

for trusting a trustworthy
person--and begins trusting the
person

even earlier if the reward can
honestly be expected--so, too,
does a

lab animal begin anticipat
ing a food reward for pecking a
mirror,

tripping a switch, slobbering
when a buzzer sounds, or run
ning

quickly through a maze.
"This is another striking

demonstration of the brain re
using ancient

tow.
numerous

boats passed,
group e'('entually
over theIr boat
to Dima and his party.
Th~ threw over a rope,
so Dima put the rope
through a hole in tile raft
but decided against tying it.

the
game (there are 10 in all),

and that the players begin de
termining

the costs and benefits of the
interchange and soon begin an
ticipating

the rewards before they are
even bestowed. Before the
game is

finished, one player is show
ing brain activity in the head of
the

caudate nucleus that demon
strates he has an "intention to
truse'

Once the players know each
other by reputation, they begin
showing

their intentions to trust about 14
seconds earlier than in the early

rounds of the game.
The results are interesting on

several levels, say Camerer and
Quartz. For one, the results

show the neuroscience of econom
ic

behavior.
"Neoclassical economics

starts with the assumption that
rational

self-interest is the motivator
of all our economic behavior;'
says

Quartz. "The further as
sumption is that you can only
get trust if you

penalize people for non-co
operation, but these results
show that you

can build trust through social
interaction, and question the

traditional model ofeconom-
• II
IC man.

"The results show that you
can trust people for a fair
amount of

time, which contradicts the
assumptions of classical eco
nomics;'

Camerer adds.
This is good news for us hu

mans who must do business
with each other,

Quartz explains, because
trustworthiness decreases the
incidental

costs. In other words, if we
can trust people, then the costs
of

transactions are lower and
simpler: there are fewer laws to
encumber

us, fewer lawyers to pay so

group. attt~mr:lted
to traverse the It our
own boat, which consisted
of a blow-up raft, which
one of the guys bought f,.or
$50 from Walmart when
he was 12." After blowing
up the raft and reading the

8

continued from pg. 2

overly simplified. These results
show

that game theory can draw
together the social and biologi
cal sciences

for new and deeper under
standings of human behavior.
A better

mathematical model will re
sult:'

The game is a multiround ver
sion of an economic exchange,
in which

one player (the "investor") is
given $20 and told that he can
either

hold on to the money, or give
some or all of it to the person
on the

other end of the game 1,500
miles away. The game is anony
mous, and it

is further assumed that the
players will never meet each
other, in

order to keep other artifacts
of social interaction from com
ing into

play.
The person on the receiv

ing end of the transaction (the
It ")trustee

immediately has any gift that
he receives tripled. The trustee
can

then give some or all of it
back to the investor.

In ideal circumstances, the
investor gives the entire $20 to
the

trustee, who then has his
money to $60 and then
gives $30

back to the investor so that
both have profited. That's as
suming

greed hasn't made the trustee
keep all the money for himself,
of

course, or that stinginess or
lack of trust has persuaded the

investor to keep the original
investment all to himself. And
this is

the reason that trust is in
volved, and furthermore, the
reason that

there is brain activity during
the course of the game for the

experimenters to image.
The findings are that trust is

delayed in the early rounds of


